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Could've been a good game had it been playtested and if it worked properly. It wasn't and doesn't, though, so stay away.. Don't
buy this game. Horrible game. No options to move your characters position. Can't skip through the dialogues. Boring game.
Controls don't read well either.. Dispite all of the negative comments, this game is still getting updated and is still fixing bugs.

This game is a RPG like choose your own story. It has beautiful graphics and music, this game does run on RNG and it might
screw you over or help you. People are saying you need to "farm" for the currency but that prevents you form being too
overpowered becuase those upgrades do help you alot. I dont know what else to put besides this game was worth the money.

Have a nice day!. It's got several good hours of gameplay in it. Lots of customization in playstyle due to the myriad of passives
and the class system.

I wish that it was a little easier to plan a build, the passive tree is overwhelming and requires a lot of dragging, hovering, and
planning if you want a good synergistic build.

I'd also like another gameplay option, only movement makes the main gameplay loop feel a bit dry.. Cool twist on the wave-
based shooters that are currently flooding the market.
The blade mechanic works great, and the monster designs are creppy and original. + it makes you feel like a badass monster
slayer.. Started game. Got a message game does not support my video card. Lol'ed. Refunded. Loved this game <3 u <3. I put on
my own tunes and forget about everything, love it!. Contains game breaking bugs. Was unable to continue past the first level as
the warpgate never spawned. Other bugs were problematic including being able to "repair" your ship and spend resources at max
life (thus just costing resources for no gain) and a few other collision issues. The controls are a bit clunky too, there is no
tutorial, and there isn't much depth (at least from what I experienced). The game is fun for a few minutes, but the inability to
continue the game just makes it pointless.. Amazing amazing very amazing game and awsome awsome community and tge
players are pretty awsome and soo funny ....had sooooo much fun playing the game and i really recommend it to everyone
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Unmechanical is a real nice Puzzle Physics game.The puzzles are real nice kinda has a portal feel to it.Good relaxing music and
good graphics also.Real good game.Once again i say give it a go !!. You're expected to think through your moves so you don't
run out of available matches (although you constantly will, even if you do plan ahead and use powerups), but you're also
expected to make matches very, very quickly to keep your combo meter up.

Somehow they've turned the relaxing game of Mahjong into a stressful, unfun experience.. Nice strategic game! Thumbs up!. I
hade a lot of fun with the game and its multiplayer mode while it lasted but in the end the game was a bit too short. I hope that
Frozen District adds more levels and fixes up a lot of the bugs.. One of the best rpg maker games I have played, and I have
played several.. Way too buggy. Refunded it.. this game was helza fun coop
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